HAGz Spring Clip Instructions:
Attaching the clip…
1. Using a wide, flat head screwdriver, open one of the spring coils.
2. Insert the Clip’s flat end between the spring coils and then remove screwdriver, inserting
from the center of the spring eye and through the spring coil.
Note: At this point, it doesn't need to be fully inserted, just enough that it will not fall out
when you remove the screw driver.
3. Using a wide, flat head screwdriver, open the other spring coil
4. Insert the short end through that coil.
5. Insert the screwdriver into the next spring coil and rotate it 90 degrees to open the spring
ring (the wider the screwdriver the better)
6. Using a pair of pliers, get a bite on the back of the clip and the outer edge of the spring
and squeeze the clip through the spring.
Stabilizing a Trap….
1. Set Body Grip and Slide the hole over a 3/8" rod and release when at the desired height.
Note: Flip the Body Grip over to change the orientation of the spring wires
2. Set Body Grip and the HAGz Spring Clip into either of the large slots on the HAGz
Bracket once you get it fastened as desired.
Tuning….:
1. While most traps will fit the brackets out of the box, there are some traps that require
slight adjustments.
2. If the Frame End doesn't fit or is a bit snug, simply hit it a few times with a file.
3. If the trap is a bit loose or at an undesired angle, simply bend the Frame End of the trap
up/down to bring the trap to a level position. Similar to leveling a trap pan.
Note: Trap Frame Ends less than .129 thick and .75 wide fit without any filling, which is
most 1.5 and smaller coil, jump & long spring traps. Larger traps can still work but some
minor filing may be required.

